UME Technology Committee  
November 11, 2014  
Mazurek 202  
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm

AGENDA

1. Streaming/ iOS8 (Dozier)
   a. UnLimDL app is working on iOS8 for iPhone, but not iPad.
   b. C2C submitted updates to Apple for UnLimDL for iPad on October 13, 2014
   c. C2C had additional programming will email to students when working on iPad.
   d. Swift Player is compatible with iOS8 for iPhone and iPad with a $3.99 charge.

2. UME Website (Dozier)
   a. Moved site location (ome.med.wayne.edu)
   b. Technology Request Form and Suggestion Box have been added
   c. Informational email will be sent out to all UME offices

3. Blackboard Mobile Learn™ (Dozier)
   a. Free mobile downloads and updates for Android and iPhone
   b. Search for “Wayne State University“ for app setup

4. Academica Portal > academica.wayne.edu (Dozier)
   a. Academica is a single sign-on portal (WILL BE replacing pipeline 2015-2016) that provides secure access to many Wayne State systems and services
   b. Academica allows you to:
      i. Connect with peers & Instructors via a modern messaging system
      ii. Use social media conventions like #hashtags and @mentions
      iii. Access the portal from the most popular mobile devices
      iv. https://academica.aws.wayne.edu/s/Feedback/

5. New Library Website (Wu/ Martin)
   a. Responsive
   b. Quick Search similar to Google

6. Performance of MEC and MD lab computers (Booza)

7. Discussion